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$EVWUDFWDigitisation is a process of representing real world
objects in digital format. The rapid conversion of material
available in printed form to editable digital form requires a
VLJQL¿FDQWDPRXQWRIZRUNLIZHDUHWRPDLQWDLQWKHIRUPDWDQG
the style of the electronic documents similar to their printed
counterparts. Most of the existing digitisation procedures
cover only text, and they have to go beyond OCR (text only)
for making the text inside objects such as tables searchable,
while preserving the format and converting the objects to an
editable form to modify and reprint the content, for which the
processes of detection and recognition are important. In past
research the table detection process mostly followed certain
assumptions such as i) either having rule lines or no lines and ii)
Manhattan or multi-column layout. However, the recognition
process assumed that the considered tables have already been
detected and fails to preserve their formatting features for
IXWXUH PRGL¿FDWLRQV DQG UHSULQWLQJ 7R DGGUHVV WKHVH LVVXHV
we proposed a simple and fast algorithm using local thresholds
for word space and line height, which locates all types of tables
and extract their formatting features. From the experiments
performed on 353 records, we have achieved a much higher
detection ability than the earlier algorithm and is superior as it
performs extended layout analysis, elimination of header-footer
and bulleted-numbered sections before the reconstruction
of tables. While reconstructing the extracted table, the most
prominent features of the tables are preserved with the earlier
formats. The algorithm has an advantage of linear complexity
as it performs the conversion locally.
.H\ZRUGV Digitisation, format preservation, table detection.

INTRODUCTION
Complete digitisation of printed materials play a
VLJQL¿FDQW UROH LQ EXLOGLQJ GLJLWDO OLEUDULHV LQ ZKLFK
modifying, re-printing, and searching of context are
some important tasks. An enormous amount of manual
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effort is required to maintain the format and appearance
of electronic documents as identical to their printed
documents. The focus here is converting printed
documents into editable format while preserving both the
content and the format of the records.
In the past, most of the optical character recognition
(OCR) approaches have focused only on character
recognition of the text and extraction of format features
of the characters. Nonetheless, most of the printed
documents contain not only characters but also associated
non-text objects such as tables, charts and graphics. This
leads to a challenge in detection and preservation of their
features for future editing during the digitisation process.
Therefore, the current digitisation has to go beyond OCR
(text only) for making the text inside objects such as tables
searchable, while preserving the format and making the
tables editable to modify and reprint the content. Detection
and recognition are the two primary processes involved
when handling tables in printed documents. The table
detection process mostly follows certain assumptions such
as having rule lines or no lines and Manhattan or multicolumn layout. Further, the recognition process assumes
that the considered tables have already been detected and
fails to address the preserving of their formatting features
IRU IXWXUH PRGL¿FDWLRQV DQG UHSULQWLQJ 7KHUHIRUH WKH
objective of this research study was to determine a way
to detect, recognise and reconstruct tables from document
images to help the process of preserving and reproducing
documents with features. As earlier studies have
completely addressed the OCR related issues for text
(Ajward et al., 2010), we focused on locating different
types of tables in documents and treating them with their
existing structural features to reconstruct them. Therefore,
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this study handles tables in three steps: i) locating tables;
ii) recognition of tables; and iii) reproducing them.
Tables vary in structure from regular text and they are
composed of ruled lines, decorated lines or no lines. The
basic fabric of a table depends not on the line but in its
EXLOGLQJEORFNVVXFKDVURZVFROXPQVDQG¿HOGV7DEOHV
have physical and logical structures (Zanibbi et al.,
2003). The physical structure determines the regions of a
table and is used in region detection in a document. The
logical structure determines the relational information
of a table such as integral parts, how they form a table,
and helps in table structure recognition. Recently, many
researchers have focused on table recognition rather
than locating the table, or table detection (Kieninger &
Dengel, 2001; Wang et al., 2001; Yildiz et al., 2005;
Watanabe et al., 2006; Oro & Ruffolo, 2009; Fang
et al., 2011). Most of them assume that the table area
is already known, and their work has focused only on
the extraction of its logical structure. The existing table
recognition systems lack the facility to locate tables in a
document and the other non-text objects for reproducing
them with the existing formatting. Rarely a few works
cover both table detection and recognition (Laurentini
& Vaida, 1992; Namboodiri, 2004). The current trend of
document analysis recently turned into detection of tables
in camera-captured images with different illumination,
contrast and distortion (Wonkyo et al., 2015). There is no
study in the recent past, which addresses the reproduction
of tables with formatting.
Table detection processes can have different
approaches based on the input document types such as
scanned images and electronic text documents (Yildiz et
al., 2005; Oro & Ruffolo, 2009; Fang et al., 2011). The
features used for table detection are geometric features
such as ruled lines (Hu et al., 2000; Cesarini et al., 2002;
Gatos et al., 2005; Kasar et al., 2013), pixel distributions,
white gaps (Mandal et al., 2006), header and the trailer
pattern of the table (Harit & Bansal, 2012). Most of the
past studies have only focused on single column page
layout, while a few recent studies have focused on multicolumn page layout (Wang et al., 2001; Shafait & Smith,
2010). Namboodiri (2004) addressed the problem of
table detection and recognition for online handwritten
documents whereas Chen and Lopresti (2011) addressed
this issue for off-line handwritten documents. Laurentini
and Vaida (1992) used horizontal and vertical ruling
lines to identify tables and excluded non-tabular areas
from the printed documents. Hu et al. (2000) proposed
a method, which does not depend on ruling lines and
is document independent. Gatos et al. (2005) located
and reconstructed tables with intersection points from
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horizontal and vertical lines. Mandal et al. (2006)
proposed an algorithm, which assumes the presence of
substantially larger gaps between columns and table
¿HOGV7KLVV\VWHPFDQORFDWHWKHWDEOHVRQO\LIWKH\GR
not contain any ruling lines or are already removed in
pre-processing. Also, tables with multi-line headings or
heterogeneous placement of cells can result in erroneous
detection in this approach. Harit and Bansal (2012)
proposed a method for table detection using header and
trailer patterns, which depend on rational indications
rather than functional meaning. Shafait and Smith
(2010), and Smith (2009) have used tab-stop detection
for the layout analysis of document images and then used
WKHDOLJQPHQWLQIRUPDWLRQRIFROXPQVIRU¿QGLQJWDEOHV
Their algorithm does not work when full page tables are
present.
From the overall analysis, it was noted that all the
previous works handle only a certain page layout, table
FDWHJRU\ ZLWK DVVXPSWLRQV DQG FRQVLGHU VRPH GH¿QLWH
type of tables rather than all range of tables in different
categories. Therefore, we need to identify a novel way to
locate all types of tables from the text content of scanned
documents with different layouts to reproduce them with
their formatting features. The work recently presented
by Jahan and Ragel (2014) focused on locating all the
different types of tables in printed text. However, their
algorithm has some limitations on handling i) header and
footer section with rule lines; ii) bullets and numbering
points; and iii) multiple column document layout,
ZKLFK ¿QDOO\ ORZHUV WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI WKH DOJRULWKP
Moreover, their algorithm does not represent the way to
reproduce a table after locating. For this reason, in this
paper we extend the work presented by Jahan and Ragel
(2014), and propose an extended algorithm to eliminate
WKH LVVXHV +RZHYHU WKH LVVXHV LGHQWL¿HG LQ SUHYLRXV
studies such as heterogeneous placement of cells and
full page tables on the page, still need to be resolved.
The algorithm suggested in this paper can address the
detection of all categories of tables with Manhattan or
multi-column layout, with, without or partial ruled lines
and a way to reconstruct them. The existing algorithm
(Jahan & Ragel, 2014) is improved by applying several
modules to eliminate the header-footer section and
bullets-numbering parts to purify the algorithm and
enhance the throughput.
0(7+2'2/2*<
The sample document images consist of several parts of
the content such as text and non-text objects. The text
content consists of regular text lines, headings, a full
range of tables with or without rule lines, equations,
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)LJXUH Different types of tables in document image: a) table with partially and fully bounding lines; b) tables with parallel lines; c) tables
without rule lines

&ŝŐϰ

header,
1. footer
for and
to page
do numbers with different font
sizes, types, styles
and
page layouts. The background of
Å
the document isÅwhite or gray coloured, and there are
no graphical objects
or watermarks on the page. The
Å
document pages are with Manhattan or multi-column
layouts and saved as TIFF,
ÅJPEG or PNG image format.
Around 350 scanned image documents with tables were
categorised into three types such as tables with: a) fully
and partially bounding lines; b) parallel lines; and c)
without rule lines as shown in Figure 1.
3UHSURFHVVLQJ
Pre-processing plays an important role in the detection
process.
Initially, it involves the process

 of binarisation
in which colour images or grey-scale images are
converted to a binary image using adaptive threshold

mechanism (Gatos et al., 2004). The marginal nontextual noisy border is removed, and image enhancement
is accomplished by dilation using a structuring element
as shown in Figure 2.
$OJRULWKP
The new algorithm for reproducing tables is implemented
by extending the previous algorithm by Jahan and Ragel
(2014) as presented in Figure 3, which follows a number
of stages: i) threshold computation for document layout
analysis; ii) threshold computation for word space and
line height; iii) eliminate header and footer sections;

iv) removing bullets and numbering;
v) table detection
within text content; and vi) recognition and reconstruction
of tables with the formatting features.
Threshold computation for layout analysis

Input document image

Binarisation

In the initial step, all multi column layout documents
have been separated and each single column in the page
has been treated with the table detection algorithm. Here,
we have used a threshold value for inter-column space.
The algorithm for layout analysis is given in Figure 4.
5HPRYLQJEXOOHWVDQGQXPEHULQJIURPWKHFRQWHQW

Noisy border removal and enhancement
)LJXUH Pre-processing of document images
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The algorithm is improved by eliminating bullets and
numbering from the content as they interrupt during
threshold calculation of the standard word space. Here,
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Document layout analysis

Threshold computation for word space and line
height

WKH¿UVWZRUGVSDFHLQHYHU\OLQHLVFRPSDUHGZLWKWKH
maximum size of the word space of that particular line.
:KHQWKH¿UVWZRUGVSDFHDQGWKHPD[LPXPVL]HRIWKH
word space in a text line are equal, it is considered as
a bulleted/numbered text line and eliminated from the
content of the document.
Threshold computation for word space and line height

Remove header and footer section
from the contents

Remove bullets and numbering
from the contents

Detect
&ŝŐϭ tables with
bounding
lines

Detect
tables with
parallel
lines

Detect
tables
without
rule lines

Threshold computation for rule line
separation from table content

Feature extractions

Reproduce the table with existing
formatting



)LJXUH $FRPSOHWHÀRZRIWKHDOJRULWKPIRUORFDWLQJDQG
reconstructing tables

&ŝŐϰ
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

for x=1 to C do
Y(x)ÅVertical projection profile
T(x)Å Total of Y(x)
R(x)ÅT(x))/100
if R(x) is greater than 5 then
Partition(x)ÅY(x)
end if
end for

Where
C - Number of column
T - Sum of vertical projection profile of a column
R - Threshold value for a text column




)LJXUH Algorithmic representation of layout analysis
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Threshold computation for word space is computed for
a standard text line by eliminating other spaces greater
than or less than the word space, using the assumption
of having comparatively more number of gaps in a line
(have a higher number of characters) that can produce
a lengthy text line, which can be a standard text line as
shown in Figure 5.
Initially, the maximum size of an inter-word gap in
a standard text line is considered as a word space, and
the height of the standard text line is considered as line
height. Subsequently from the experiments, the range of
thresholds for word space and line height are determined
using the standard text line by
WS < ws < 2*WS
LH < lh < 1.5*LH
WS

- computed word space from the standard text line

ws

- threshold for word space

LH

- computed line height from the standard text line

lh

- threshold for line height

5HPRYLQJKHDGHUVDQGIRRWHUVIURPWKHGRFXPHQWV
As shown in the algorithm in Figure 6, we have compared
the threshold for word space and line height with the
consequent three lines on top and bottom of the page.
,IWKH¿UVWOLQHLVDUXOHOLQHDQGWKHRWKHUWZROLQHVDUH
not related to tabulated data or paragraph content, then
that part has been eliminated from the content page and
considered as a header. Similarly, if the last line is a
rule line and the other consecutive lines are not related
to tabulated data or paragraph content, then that part is
considered as the footer section and eliminated from the
content.
Detecting tables from the documents
Part of the algorithm works on three consecutive passes
such as extraction of the table with: i) fully and partially
bounding lines; ii) parallel lines and iii) no ruling lines.
Here we have checked the word space and the height of
each line against the calculated thresholds and extracted
Journal of the National Science Foundation of Sri Lanka 44(4)
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Word-space
Bullets/numbering space

Line height

Standard text line for threshold
computation


)LJXUH A sample document portion with text measurement

&ŝŐϲ

1.

 2.
3.

 4.
5.

 6.
7.

 8.

if S(1) is greater than ws and S(2) is less than or equal to ws or
S(1) equal to 0 and S(2) is less than or equal to ws and H(1) is less than lh or
S(1) is greater than ws and S(2)is less than or equal to ws and S(3) is less than or equal to ws then
start=2 else
if S(1) is greater than ws and S(2) is equal to 0 and S(3) is less than or equal to ws then
start=3 else
if S(1) equal to 0 and S(2) is greater than ws and S(3) is less than or equal to ws and H(1) is less than lh then
start=3 else
start=1
end if
end if
end if
lh - threshold for line height
if S(n) is greater than ws then
terminate=n-1 else
if S(n) is less than or equal to ws and S(n-1) is equal to 0 and S(n-2) is less than or equal to ws then
terminate=n-2 else
if S(n) is greater than ws and S(n-1)is equal 0 and S(n-2) is less than or equal to ws then
terminate=n-2 else
terminate=n
end if
end if
end if

9.
10.
 11.
12.
 13.
14.
 15.
16.
 17.
18.
 19.
20.
 21.
22.
Where

S - maximum length of word space in a line
 ws - threshold of a word space
start - start of the text content
 terminate - end of the text content
H - height of a line
 lh - threshold of a line height




)LJXUH Algorithmic representation for eliminating header-footer content

&ŝŐϳ


the text rows
1. that
Åbelong to tabulated data. This part of
the algorithm is similar
to the one presented in the work
Å
Å
by Jahan and Ragel (2014).
Å
Å

5HFRJQLWLRQRIWDEOHVDQGUHFRQVWUXFWLQJWKHPZLWKWKH
formatting features
From the three types of detected tables and their contents,
Journal of the National Science Foundation of Sri Lanka 44(4)

the tabular information is extracted using the groundtruth that the rule lines of tables can have continuous
and more number of pixels than the tabulated contents in
both vertical and horizontal directions.
The algorithm in Figure 7 shows the extraction of
the thickness of the rule line. Similarly, all the other line
features have been extracted.
December 2016
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1. X Å Horizontal projection profile
2. Size Å length of X
3. maxTH Å maximum range of X
4. minTH Å minimum of X
5. midTH Å mid of X
6. for n=1 to number_of_lines do
7.
for i=1 to size do
8.
if X (i)is not equal to minTH or midTH or maxTH and X(i+1) is equal to minTH or midTH or maxTH then
9.
LS(n)=i
10.
end if
11.
if X(i)is equal to minTH or midTH or maxTH and X(i+1) is not equal to minTH or midTH or maxTH then
12.
LE(n)=i
13.
end if
14. end for
15. LT(n)=LE(n)-LS(n)
16. end for
Where
LT - Thickness of the rule line
LS - Line start
LE - Line end
)LJXUH Algorithmic representation of part of feature extraction of a table

This recognition process executes some computational
steps as given below:
Å
Å

Å

(a) Threshold computation for separating lines from the Å
Å
WDEXODUFRQWHQWDQGOLQHLGHQWL¿FDWLRQ
Threshold values were computed from a range of
maximum number of pixels to separate the rule lines
with the content of the table using both horizontal and
YHUWLFDOSURMHFWLRQSUR¿OHVRIWKHGHWHFWHGWDEOH7KHQWKH
LGHQWL¿HGOLQHVZHUHVHSDUDWHGIURPWKHFRQWHQW
(b) Line feature extraction
Features of the tables’ rule lines were extracted
according to the following to reconstruct the table in the
documents: i) the number of rows and columns; ii) the
number of vertical and horizontal lines; iii) the height of
each row; iv) the width of each column; v) the thickness
of horizontal and vertical rule lines; and vi) the height
and width of each table.

shown in Figure 8 shows that all three types of tables
such as with bounding lines, parallel lines and without
lines show a comparatively higher number of table
detection with the earlier algorithm. The tables with
bounding lines show a comparatively higher detection.
This type of tables can be extracted easily as it is bounded
by at least a single vertical line. We compare the line
heights with the threshold to eliminate the interruption
of main headings and equations within the text content.
Therefore, they yield the highest document detection
with the vertical ruled line information. For the tables
with parallel lines, the current extended algorithm shows
PRUH LPSURYHPHQWV ZKLFK VLJQL¿FDQWO\ LQFUHDVHV WKH
document detection rate. Although the new extended
algorithm gives many improvements, there are several
IDFWRUV WKDW VWLOO LQÀXHQFH WKH DFFXUDF\ RI GHWHFWLRQ RI
tables in all three categories.

(c) Reproduce the tables with the formatting features
From the extracted line features, the tables were
reconstructed by passing the extracted geometric features
WRFRQVWUXFWDQ+70/¿OH7KHUHIRUHWKHXVHUVFDQHGLW
and update the tables quickly.
5(68/76$1'',6&866,21
Comparison of the new extended algorithm with the
earlier algorithm given by Jahan and Ragel (2014) as
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)LJXUH Comparison of table detection in scanned documents using
extended and existing algorithms
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The following section shows some examples of located
and reconstructed tables from the printed documents.
Figure 9 depicts how a reconstructable table is extracted
from a scanned document. Initially, the table portion
is located on the document page, and the extracted
information from the table is reused to reconstruct
the table without tabulated content. We consider that
recognition and producing the table content (text) is out
of the scope of this paper. However, such recognition can
be performed with well-established techniques like OCR.
$V LQGLFDWHG LQ WKH UHVXOWV ZH KDYH LGHQWL¿HG
VHYHUDOIDFWRUVWKDWLQÀXHQFHWDEOHGHWHFWLRQLQVFDQQHG
documents. Among the 41 collected documents that
contain tables without ruling lines, 13 tables have not
been located in the documents.
Problem 1: The table has multiple text lines within
one column and a single line in the other columns in a
particular row as shown in Figure 10 (a). As a result,
when comparing the threshold value with inter-column
space, the tabulated text lines have not been extracted
H[FHSWWKH¿UVWWH[WOLQH+HUH¿YHRIWKHGRFXPHQWVKDYH
not been detected.
Problem 2: The document contains tables and their
contents only on the entire page that lead to the
GH¿FLHQF\ RI WH[W OLQHV IRU WKUHVKROG FRPSXWDWLRQ
Therefore, threshold computation is proceeded using the
tabulated data rather than the standard text line that leads
to erroneous detection. Here, two of the documents have
QRWEHHQLGHQWL¿HG
Problem 3: The differences in font type and style within
a single page as shown in Figure 10 (b) leads to an
erroneous situation when computing a standard word
space. TZRRIWKHGRFXPHQWVFRXOGQRWEHLGHQWL¿HG
Problem 4: The optimisation process in threshold
calculation is also one of the reasons for the erroneous
situation in four of the documents. In addition, as this
type of a table solely depends on the word space threshold
value rather than the ruling lines of tables, it shows a
challenge to produce a higher accuracy.
In the tables with parallel lines, among 194 documents,
 GRFXPHQWV KDYH QRW EHHQ LGHQWL¿HG 0DQ\ UHDVRQV
obstruct the detection of these tables using the given
algorithm.
Problem 1: The table, as shown in Figure 10(e), comprises
a black and grey cell structure that completely interrupt
the threshold computation as our algorithm only works
on grey and white background, and four documents
produced error results.
Journal of the National Science Foundation of Sri Lanka 44(4)
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Problem 2: In some cases, the table is not correctly
structured as shown in Figure 10(g), which leads to the
algorithm being more confused when differentiating the
table component from the text elements in the document.
Therefore, one of the documents could not produce the
positive output for table detection.
Problem 3: In some cases, the document contains only a
large table and the contents of a minimum number of extra
text lines on the particular page. Such documents can
OHDGWRWKHGH¿FLHQF\RIHQRXJKWH[WOLQHVIRUWKUHVKROG
computation. This type of tables are not detected in two
of the documents.
Problem 4: The given algorithm has the facility to
eliminate bullets and numbering from the text contents
as shown in Figure 10(h). However, the space existing in
the different numbering structure as illustrated in Figure
10(i) interrupts the threshold calculation and comparison.
Therefore, these types of tables are not detected in three
of the documents.
Problem 5: In some documents, the table has multiple
text lines within one column and a single line in the other
columns in a particular row as shown in Figure 10(a).
As a result, when comparing the threshold value with
inter-column space, the tabulated text lines have not been
H[WUDFWHGH[FHSWWKH¿UVWWH[WOLQH+HUHWKHWDEOHVKDYH
not been detected in eleven of the documents.
Problem 6: Sometimes the document can have different
font types and styles. For example, a paper that has a
regular text and programming codes can be differentiated
by various font types, styles and inter-word gaps as shown
in Figures 10(c) and 10(d). This will lead to a problem
in threshold calculation as it has different word-spaces
compared to the regular text line. This has caused an
DGYHUVHHIIHFWRQWKHGHWHFWLRQRI¿YHRIWKHGRFXPHQWV
From the analysis of the reasons for errors, most of
the individual components of the algorithm successfully
yielded the output except a few steps of the algorithm. As
we have analysed the results for 194 tables with parallel
lines, the performance of individual components of the
algorithm is as follows.
Component 1 - almost all the documents completely
give the precise output.
Component 2 - three of the documents yield errors.
Component 3 - eleven documents show error.
Component 4 - almost all the documents work
completely with this component
Component 5 - eleven documents show error.
Component 6 - almost all the detected documents
produce a positive output.
December 2016
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(b)
(a)

(c)

)LJXUH$ Reconstruction of the table: (a) table with bounded lines;
(c) reconstructed table

(b) located table;

(b)
(a)

(c)

)LJXUH% Reconstruction of the table:
(c) reconstructed table

December 2016

(a) table with parallel lines;

(b) located table;
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

)LJXUH Factors contributing to false detection of table: (a) multiple text lines within a column in a particular row; (b) heterogeneous
font types and styles on a single page; (c) different font types and styles; (d) different inter-word space; (e) grey and black
table cell; (f) full lengthy table; (g) unorganised table structure; (h) numbering style 1; (i) numbering style 2
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Similarly, as we have analysed the results for 41 tables
without ruling lines, the performance of the individual
component of the algorithm is as follows.
Component 1 - almost all the documents completely
give the precise output.
Component 2 - allmost all the documents completely
give the precise output.
Component 3 - thirteen documents do not show precise
output.
Components 4, 5 and 6 - all the remaining documents
produce positive results.
Time complexity is one of the measurements that plays
DVLJQL¿FDQWUROHZKHQZHVHOHFWDQHI¿FLHQWDOJRULWKP
for a problem domain. Here, the time complexity of
the proposed algorithm is linear and produces O(N)
complexity, where N is the number of text or rule lines
RQDGRFXPHQWSDJH,QLWLDOO\LQWKH¿UVWFRPSRQHQWRI
the algorithm-threshold computation for layout analysis,
the complexity is O(1) as it only handles the vertical
SURMHFWLRQSUR¿OHRIWKHGRFXPHQWLPDJH7KHVHFRQGDQG
third step of the algorithm such as computing the number
of spaces in each line, handling bullets and numbering
lines and calculating threshold values for line height and
word space, completely depend on the number of visible
rule or text lines on the document page, and they still
behave as O(N)-linear complexity. The next subsequent
step of removing the header and footer is in O(1)
complexity as it follows a single line of the document
image. The other major stage of the algorithm locating of
table behaves linearly as it still depends on the number
of the entire rule or text lines of the document page and
WKHFRPSOH[LW\LV2 1 7KH¿QDOVWDJHRIWKHDOJRULWKP
for recognising and reproducing the tables only depends
on the pixels of a few tabular lines. This table portion
is comparatively smaller in size than the text portion of
a document page and can be negligible. Therefore, the
algorithm completely depends on the number of pixels
and traverse in the vertical direction of the document
page. The computational steps are still determined by the
number of lines on a document page. Hence, from the
overall analysis of the complete algorithm, it behaves as
linear, and the time complexity of the complete algorithm
is O(N). The algorithm works on a single document page
at a time, and the size of a document image may very
much depend on the document.
&21&/86,21
In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated an
extended new algorithm for locating tables from
scanned documents. From the experiments, the system
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has shown comparatively much higher detection ability
than the existing algorithm addressed in Jahan and
Ragel (2014). We have determined an automated local
threshold for line height and word space, which can be
determined from a particular document and completely
depend on it. Although the intermediate processes such
as i) layout analysis using local threshold; ii) eliminating
bullets and numbering lines and iii) eliminating header
and footer section from the text content results in more
improvement within the extending algorithm, the process
of threshold computation for word space and line height
can be enhanced in the future to achieve robustness of
the system. The motivation towards the extraction of
tabular features can be used to reproduce the detected
tables with their real formatting features for future
editing and updating purposes. The algorithm has a linear
complexity of O(N), which will be advantageous while
processing a large number of scanned documents during
the rapid conversion of the traditional library system into
the digital system. Since the scope of this research is to
reproduce printed documents in their real formatting,
existing OCR techniques can deal with the text related
issues, and our attempt can completely support table
related issues to achieve the goal. We believe that our
work can tremendously help and support to reproduce old
and rare printed books or any other printed documents to
preserve their format and republish them with updates.
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